
NATRAKLENE
Solvent Degreaser

• Use in parts washer where water cannot be tolerated. 

• Works well on metal parts and mechanisms without causing problems. 

• Leaves behind no filmy residue.

Chlorinated solvents.  They’re great at getting things clean, but they also have some 
very hazardous and flammable drawbacks.  So why put yourself and others in 
danger just to get your greasy equipment clean?  Cut through grease, oil, tar and 
other grimy deposits quickly and safely with Share’s NATRAKLENE.  The unique 
blend of citrus extracts and aliphatic solvents found in NATRAKLENE are low in 
toxicity and have a high flash point.  The all-natural citrus extract, d’Limonene, not 
only cuts through grease and grime, it deodorizes with the clean, fresh scent of 
oranges.  Maintain your equipment and instruments with a strong, safe, citrus-
scented degreaser.  Get NATRAKLENE from Share.

Other Uses:                                   

Cable Cleaner, Coil Cleaner, Electric Motor Cleaner, Brake Cleaner, Floating Vault Toilet 
Deodorant, Natural Paint Thinner, Parts Washer Solvent 

Directions:

NATRAKLENE can be substituted into any cleaning and degreasing task that required 
chlorinated solvents or petroleum distillates in the past.  NATRAKLENE can be used 
directly from the container to reduce employee exposure and reduce the need for wasteful 
mixing or measuring.  Apply liberally to surfaces by dipping, spraying or brushing.  Allow 5 to 
10 minutes to penetrate heavy deposits.  NATRAKLENE is ideal for use in parts washer 
systems where water cannot be tolerated.  NATRAKLENE also makes an excellent floating 
lift station degreaser.  The natural citrus extracts dissolve thick grease deposits, while the 
fresh scent of oranges makes lift station maintenance more pleasant.  Use 1/2 gallon of 
NATRAKLENE per square foot of water surface.  Spray or pour directly down lift station 
walls when water is at its lowest level.  NATRAKLENE will produce a bright orange layer on 
the water surface.
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